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Q2a. Vision Statement
* Add: low energy, eco, sustainable
...all ages and all social backgrounds
Develop and build property to attract young people into the area.
Do not overdevelop the environment and destroy it 1 This is worded in a way to get more affordab
Farming is already being held back by M.Ps paying farmers to grow nothing also these two villages
Full agreement.
I accept the Vision Statement as long as it is recognised that there are many things which contribut
I believe that the countryside needs to be maintained, the green spaces to be kept and untouched
I feel the questions above cover all my concerns
I suggest adding a few words - (underlined) i.e. "high quality of life for ALL residents,IRRESPECTIVE
I think development should be piecemeal (especially in Richards Castle) and not another big housin
I would only like to stress the words VERY IMPORTANT Aims of all 3 suggestions.
I wouldn't change this
Inn conjunction with 1, I would like to somehow develop a "Village Green", with seats, shrubs walk
Lines 3 & 4 could, more accurately be deleted - a bit too woolly.
Not sure that the economy part is relevant as it only applies to a minority of people in the villages.
Orleton and Richards Castle are rural Herefordshire VILLAGES and should remain so. Farming, rura
Orleton and Richards Castle should continue to be a thriving community for all, making best use of
Q1 comments circled 'environment' line to tick in 'fairly important' column 'local heritage' comme
Questions above cover all my concerns
Sustainable & eco friendly, low energy (needs to be added to 1 above)
The two parishes should be treated independently. Why should resident of R.C. make decisions ab
To be sure the rural environment is protected and doesn't have building developments imposed up
To protect the rural environment and ensure that all new building developments are sympathetic t
Vision statement doesn't mention all races and creeds just ages which is a very narrow view and no
We would like Orleton and Richards Castle to be vibrant village communities with working infrastru
What is a resilient economy? - Orleton already has this and what is a sustainable use of resources?
While respecting the need to protect and support the natural environment.
You need to add in about technology for the future e.g. Internet, renewable energies & environme

d in a way to get more affordable homes. It is a loaded question.
othing also these two villages were self sufficient in all produce back a few years. Now that is all finished due to new rules but nobody

e many things which contribute to its fulfilment outside/beyond the neighbourhood plan itself. I think this is recognised by the word 'c
ces to be kept and untouched.

or ALL residents,IRRESPECTIVE OF AGE OR SOCIAL STANDING, a resilient economy...etc
le) and not another big housing estate.

reen", with seats, shrubs walkways if possible. There is no "heart" to the village. Move the monument if needed.

ority of people in the villages. Most people work outside the villages.
ould remain so. Farming, rural enterprises, home based businesses should be nurtured. The core village character sould be cherished
nity for all, making best use of resources and the natural environment
olumn 'local heritage' commented "not important"

dent of R.C. make decisions about Orleton and vice versa.
ding developments imposed upon it.
evelopments are sympathetic to the rural aesthetics of the village.
h is a very narrow view and non-inclusive.
munities with working infrastructure and amenities to sustain the village life. It is essential for the well being of the communities that t
sustainable use of resources?

ewable energies & environmentally aware public transport

d due to new rules but nobody takes any notice - the same will happen with this form. We urgently need car park at school or move sc

his is recognised by the word 'contribute ' in Q1 but perhaps it should be made more explicit that there should be other aims beyond t

character sould be cherished and protected and not allowed to be buried under the creep of suburban sprawl. Rural working villages

eing of the communities that there is a mix of ages and abilities and thus the built environment has to facilitate this. The villages are se

car park at school or move school

hould be other aims beyond those relevant to the neighbourhood itself. These other aims should include faster broadband, public tra

sprawl. Rural working villages NOT suburbia! Q1 comment for parts 1 and 2 "Too big a question to allow a tick box answer!"

cilitate this. The villages are set in beautiful surroundings full of wildlife, which has gone in many other parts of the country. We need

e faster broadband, public transport improvements and more cultural/ social activities, the list is not exhausted!

ow a tick box answer!"

parts of the country. We need to protect and sustain this environment for future generations.

